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forEWord

the construction industry is a large contributor to co
2
 

emissions, with buildings responsible for 40% of the total 
European energy consumption and a third of co

2
 emissions. 

to help address climate change the European commission 
has set specific targets to be achieved by 2020, known 
as the 2020 targets. these targets are to reduce energy 
consumption by 20%, reduce co

2
 emissions by 20% and 

provide 20% of the total energy share with renewable energy. 

in order to help the construction industry reach the 2020 
targets and achieve energy neutral buildings and districts  
by 2050, the European construction technology platform  
has set up the Energy Efficient Building European initiative 
(E2B Ei).

Juan Manuel Mieres, acciona. 

President of the Energy Efficient Buildings Association (E2BA)

this is a Europe wide industry driven research and 
demonstration programme for energy efficient buildings 
and districts, with the ambitious vision that all European 
buildings will be designed, built or renovated to high 
energy efficiency standards by 2050.

in this brochure we will explain how the Efficient Buildings 
association (E2Ba) was founded, the drivers for change 
and vision of the initiative. We will discuss the E2Ba’s 
achievements to date, our research plans and explain  
how you can work with the association to help achieve 
Energy Efficient Buildings across Europe.

Climate change is a reality, which is altering the world around us. Urgent action needs to be taken now. 
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1. vision

 Eden Project, Cornwall, UK. © Graham Gaunt
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the overall vision of the Energy Efficient Buildings European 
initiative (E2B Ei) is to deliver, implement and optimise 
building and district concepts that have the technical, 
economic and societal potential to drastically decrease 
energy consumption. therefore reducing co

2
 emissions in 

both new and existing buildings across the European union 
(Eu).

the E2B Ei aspiration is to manage a €2bn research and 
demonstration programme from 2009 until 2019. to date the 
Ec has committed €100m for the period 2010 to 2013.

the E2B Ei will increase the level of research into key 
technologies and develop a competitive industry in the fields 
of energy efficient construction processes, products and 
services. With the outcomes of this research we will be 
equipped to address climate change and improve Eu energy 
independence. 

the E2B Ei will work to achieve the following objectives:

 deliver high quality, cost effective research that  •	

  secures confidence from industry, public and private  
  investors, decision-makers and other stakeholders  

  leverage further industrial, national and regional  •	

rtd investment 

  build close cooperation with research being carried out  •	

at international, national and regional levels

  enable the market entry of energy efficiency technologies,  •	

allowing commercial market forces to drive the  
associated public benefits

  place Europe at the forefront of energy efficient •	

buildings and district technologies worldwide

  focus on achieving long-term sustainability and industrial •	

competitive targets for cost, performance and durability 

 aim to overcome critical technology problem areas•	

  stimulate innovation and the emergence of new value  •	

chains including smEs

  facilitate the interaction between industry, universities  •	

and research centres

  encourage the participation of the new member states  •	

and candidate countries 

  perform broadly conceived socio-techno economic  •	

research aimed to assess and monitor technological  
progress

  target non-technical barriers to leverage markets and  •	

carry out research modes to support the development 
of new regulations

  review existing standards to eliminate artificial barriers  •	

to markets

  provide reliable information to the general public on •	

the benefits of new technologies to the environment, 
security of supply, energy costs and employment

the sEt-plan presented by the Ec in november 2007 (1) is 
central to understanding the vision of the E2B Ei. it draws on 
a new European policy for energy technologies based on the 
ambition and targets of the Energy policy for Europe. 

Existing measures taken over recent years, have provided 
a foundation for further Eu action like the European 
technology platforms strategic research agendas (sras), 
the Era-net instrument and networks of excellence.  
the E2Ba will focus, strengthen and give coherence to  
an overall effort in Europe, with the objective of accelerating 
innovation in cutting edge European low carbon technologies.

(1)  Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions -  
A European Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan) COM(2007) 723 final Brussels, 22 Nov 2007
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an interesting technology map can be examined in relation 
to the sEt-plan (2) (see figure 1). it represents the road map 
towards sustainable energy, highlighting the challenge for 
implementation over the time horizon. this technology map 
shows energy efficiency in buildings as an essential action in 
the short-term that could make a substantial contribution to 
a sustainable energy future.

the E2B Ei will have a direct impact in the energy technologies 
that can be applied to the built environment, as shown in 
the technology map of the sEt-plan. the effort put into 
Energy Efficiency in Buildings (lower left corner of the figure) 
will reduce the time horizon of other technologies being 
incorporated into buildings, such as cogeneration, solar 
heating and cooling, solar, photovoltaic and geothermal 
heating.

the objectives of the proposal and the scale of the challenge 
exceeds the capacity of any member state to act alone. 
the pooling and coordination of research and development 
efforts at Eu level, will increase the chance of success 
due to the trans-national nature of the infrastructure and 
technologies being developed, and also the need  
to achieve a sufficient mass of resources. 

the Ec coordination will help to rationalise research 
programmes. it will also ensure interoperability, not only 
through pre-normative research supporting the preparation 
of standards, but also through the “de-facto” standardisation 
which will arise from the close research cooperation and the 
trans-national projects.

standardisation will open a wider market and promote 
competition. the vision of E2B Ei should encourage the 
member states to pursue complementary initiatives at 
national level, reinforcing the European research area. 
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Figure 1. Technology Map based on EC Joint Research Centre illustration

(2)  Inaugural meeting of European Community Steering Group on Strategic Energy Technologies, Presentation by Mr Giovanni De Santi, Director DG JRC, p.6
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2. a Big opportunity

 Irish Lights Headquarters, Dun Laoghaire, County Dublin, Ireland © Arup
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2.1 drivErs and proBlEm dEfinition 

any energy shortage or insecurity about a possible shortage, 
would have serious implications for individuals, communities 
and businesses, both immediately and in the long-term.  
By identifying the drivers we can ascertain the definition  
of the problem.

Drivers 
disruptions and future uncertainties in the supply of oil 
and gas and the resulting price volatility dampen economic 
growth. they also raise inflation and unemployment and 
depress the value of financial and other assets. in march 
2007, the European council set clear goals for 2020:

  20% reduction of total energy consumption below  •	

2005 levels

  20% of total contribution of renewable energies to •	

total energy consumption i.e.11.5% above 2005 levels

  20% reduction of greenhouse gases (gHg) below •	

1990 emissions i.e.14% below 2005 emissions

in addition to the sEt plan, E2B Ei is also driven by two 
European plans. the lisbon strategy, which aims to transform 
the construction sector from a resource intensive industry to 
a knowledge intensive one. i2010 highlights the importance of 
ict technologies to achieve energy efficiency. 

secondly the global context cannot be forgotten. Building on 
the challenges and mechanisms implemented following the 
Kyoto protocol, the copenhagen conference in december 
2009 may set up more restricting targets for cutting co

2
 

emissions. negotiation text resulting from the Bonn meeting in 
January 2009 outlines targets of 25-40% reduction below 1990 
levels by 2020.

legislation is expected to increase the emissions reduction 
challenge for the construction sector by 50%. the E2B Ei will 
directly contribute to go beyond legislation towards 20/20/20 
mandate and prepare the baseline for an 80% reduction of 
emissions by 2050.

dg Enterprise’s lead market initiative in sustainable 
construction is also providing supportive actions to lower 
barriers and bring new products into the market, encouraging 
the uptake of innovation in the sector.

Problem definition
Energy is fundamental to modern society and to  
sustainable development. most energy supply to Europe 
is imported and it is at risk given that dependency from 
geopolitical complicated regions is likely to rise. 

in Europe thousands of buildings are built or renovated  
every year. the construction sector is one of the largest 
employers with 16.4 million jobs, contributing to about  
10.4% of the gross domestic product (gdp), with  
2.7 million of businesses being smEs(3). in turn, the sector  
is the highest energy consumer in the Eu, accountable  
for about 40% of the energy consumption and a third  
of total co

2
 emissions.

reducing these emissions is a big challenge but can also be seen 
as a fantastic opportunity. the construction sector can make 
a significant contribution to reducing the impacts of climate 
change and to decreasing fossil fuel dependence.

the difficult question is how to reach the 165 mtoe (23.6%) 
reduction from the existing buildings (in 2005) and the 
contribution of 50 mtoe from renewable energies during  
the period from now until 2020.

(3)  FIEC – European Construction Industry Federation. www.fiec.org 
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in order to have a clear vision for the challenge that the building 
sector is facing, 215 mtoe (165 mtoe energy reduction and 50 
mtoe renewable energies) is equivalent to the total joint energy 
consumption of spain, portugal, greece and ireland in 2004: 
216.5 mtoe. 

E2Ba established a scenario to understand the different 
challenges. the scenario assumes that: 

a)  there is a stock of around 160 million buildings  
in Europe; that can not be approached in the same  
way due to their use (4).

b)  four building groups are considered, three groups of 
existing buildings and one of new buildings, according to 
their average possibility of energy savings and integration of 
renewable Energy sources (rEs). 

see table 1 for the definition of the four groups and their 
contribution to the final objective.

it is difficult to predict how the distribution of the  
retrofitting work is going to happen between now and 2020. 
the sector’s transformation is easier for new buildings. 

in addition to the challenges raised by climate change and 
energy dependence, the construction industry has until  
now shown several weaknesses.

moving from successful experimentation to large scale and 
satisfactory application of new materials or systems is always a 
difficult task in the construction sector. implementation of new 
products has been slow for several reasons:

 very fragmented market•	

  most of the sector is made up of very small companies•	

 small margins•	

 complex assembly of different techniques•	

 slow innovation process•	

there has been less investment in research and innovation 
in the construction industry than in other industries, with 
research and development focused mostly on new buildings. 

in addition, it is more complex to intervene on an existing 
design. Working on existing buildings or districts will require  
new solutions.

(4)  Energy Efficiency - Metering International Issue 1 2005

Existing Buildings (700 Mtoe) New Buildings*
Total

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3 GROUP 4

initial energy 
consumption

40% of the total = 280 mtoe 30% of the total = 210 mtoe 30% of the total = 210 mtoe 25 mtoe 725 mtoe

average Energy saving 
potential

low: 12% = 33.6 mtoe medium: 25% = 52.5 mtoe High: 40% = 82 mtoe - approx 168.1 mtoe

average rEs integration 
potential

low: 3.3% = 8.1 mtoe medium: 8% = 12.6 mtoe High: 15% = 18.9 mtoe 10 mtoe approx 50 mtoe

Table 1.  Expected reduction in energy consumption and the integration of associated renewable technologies. (*Built under energy efficient measures)
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2.2 nEEd for largE scalE action 

the challenge of achieving energy efficiency is a complex  
one and requires a refined, multi-faceted approach at all 
levels. to help us understand the scale of action needed  
we can refer to the “wedge theory” (see figure 2). 

reducing co
2
 emissions will require working simultaneously 

with a coordinated approach at all levels. the specialised 
skills and broad range of experience of E2Ba members will 
be fundamental. 

the E2B Ei will work on a large scale, which is not only 
more cost effective, but will allow the use of energy to be 
optimised at many levels from single dwellings to the whole 
district.

Europe has launched various programmes such as  
Eco-Buildings (more than 100 projects from fp5, fp6 
and fp7 in many different European cities), concErto  
(18 projects from fp6 and fp7 covering 46 different 
concErto communities), savE projects, EracoBuild, 
as well as a number of related national programmes. 

 The use of efficient energy using systems. © Philips
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this proposal will take all of them into account, working 
with existing research outcomes or developing coherent, 
complementary actions.

 

at national level, the European Economic recovery 
plan(5) asks the member states to create national support 
mechanisms, to develop incentive schemes and to re-
programme their structural funds. this will devote a greater 
share to energy-efficiency investments, including funding of 
social housing.

the stabilisation triangle can be divided into seven equal 
wedges, that represent activities capable of reducing 1 billion 
tonnes of carbon per year by 2054.(6) 

7 wedges are needed
to build the stabilisation
triangle

1 wedge avoids
1 billion tons of
carbon emissions
per year by 2054
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Figure 2. Stabilisation Wedges 

(5) A European Economic Recovery Plan 26 Nov 2008. www.ec.europa.eu/commission_barroso/president/pdf/comm_20081126.pdf

(6) R. Socolow, R. Hotinski, JB Greenblatt and S. Pacala 
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2.3 ExpEctEd impact

Energy Impact

•	 	Design	and	operate	all	new	buildings	at	cost	effective	zero	
energy or energy +

•	 	Retrofit	all	existing	buildings	beyond	Passive	House 
i.e. 15 kWh/m2 for heating and cooling and < 40 kWh/m2  
for the total energy consumption. this is equivalent to  
<120 kWh/m2 for total primary energy

•	 	Renewable	energy	installations	efficiently	integrated	into	
the building structure, generating 20% of primary energy 
consumption 

•	 	Contribute	to	Europe’s	energy	independence	by	reducing	
energy consumption by 26.4-33 mtoe and by installing  
8.37-10 mtoe of renewable energies

Environmental Impact

•	 	Facilitate	cost	effective	technologies	to	reduce	65	million	
tonnes of co

2
 per year 

•	 	Promote	the	use	of	low	energy	content	materials,	the	reduction	 
of waste generation and recycling

•	 Use	10-15%	of	MSW	to	generate	energy

Social Impact

•	 Generate	90,000	to	150,000	jobs

•	 	Improve	indoor	comfort	through	the	use	of	new	materials	
products and improved ventilation. potential to decrease the 
co

2
 concentration to 400 ppm and humidity to 30-50%

•	 	Increase	acoustic	requirements	in	new	buildings	 
through slatings, insulated surfaces etc

•	 	Promote	the	use	of	the	best	lighting	and	ICT	technologies	to	
improve visual comfort and reduce energy consumption

•	 	Consider	accessibility	aspects	to	ensure	inclusivity	and	 
quality of life

the following section outlines the potential impact of E2B Ei (2009 to 2019). these impacts are substantial and will be far 
reaching across Europe.
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Economic Impact

•	 	17-25%	of	the	total	investment	in	clean	technologies	 
- an estimated €12,000 and €17,000 million per year

•	 Reduce	around	10-15%	of	the	above	investment.	 
 this would mean around €1600-1800 million per year.  
 Each Euro spent in E2B Ei will save costs of minimum €8-9

•	 	Shorten	time	to	market	by	5	years

•	 	High	efficiency	and	comfort	increase	in	buildings	raises	
productivity of the employees by 3-5%

•	 	Cost	savings	in	the	range	of	12%	for	lighting,	55%	for	 
heating and 20% for hot water that results in an estimate  
of €126,000-€150,000 per year

•	 	Better	use	of	financing	lines	and	capital	providers,	 
including funds from the European investment Bank and the 
European Bank for reconstruction and development 

•	 	Better	use	of	structural	funds

•	 		More	effective	EC	funding	will	be	granted	through	the	
harmonized use and combination of financing instruments, 
replacing the current fragmented approach of innovation  
in energy efficient buildings

Political Impact

•	 Contribute	to	the	objectives	of	the	SET	Plan

•	 Reinforce	the	European	Research	Alliance

•	 	Facilitate	through	research	implementation	of	the	European	
Energy performance of Buildings directive (EpBd) and action 
plan for Energy Efficiency and other related directives

•	 	Coordination	with	national	programmes	and	their	instruments	
to facilitate an effective implementation

•	 	Ensure	that	adequate	legislation,	standards	and	public	
procurement procedures and international property rights 
arrangements are set up

Community Added Value

•	 	Creation	of	a	community	through	the	E2BA,	will	address	 
the global challenges of climate change and energy at a 
European scale

•	 	Set	up	a	common	and	coordinated	approach	for	implementing	
the elements provided by the strategic research agendas of 
Ectp and other relevant European technology platforms

•	 	Achieve	European	critical	mass	in	terms	of	financial	
commitment and research capabilities in order to properly  
and rapidly gather and disseminate experiences, best  
practices and knowledge
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3. tHE E2B EuropEan initiativE 

 Upton Sustainable Housing, Northamptonshire, England © Arup
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3.1 BacKground

at the end of 2005, the European construction technology 
platform (Ectp) developed its strategic research agenda 
(sra).

their agenda defines strategic research priorities,  
around three main topics:

1. meeting client and user requirements

2. becoming sustainable

3. transforming the construction sector

in June 2007, Ectp published an associated roadmap (7) 
proposing an implementation action plan. this roadmap 
showed a major priority on new technologies, concepts and 
materials for efficient and clean buildings, a theme which 
initiated the E2B concept and a significant part of E2B Ei.

E2B Ei initially stemmed from a group of Ectp members  
and is fully supported by the platform as an instrument to 
implement their roadmap.

E2B Ei is also interacting with other European technology 
platforms including; photovoltaic, thermal, solar, Wind, 
steel, Wood, sustainable chemistry, Hydrogen and 
fuel cells, photonics21, smart grids and smart systems 
integration.

these platforms are dealing with the latest technologies 
in fields that need to be integrated with energy efficient 
buildings and districts. By involving them in the various 
construction processes, we should be able to get the best 
new technologies.

the construction industry is willing to play the role of 
‘general contractor’ and find the satisfactory integration 
techniques as well as making sure that the building or district 
as a whole meets expectations.

(7)  Strategic Research Agenda Implementation Action Plan (Roadmap) for the Construction sector, July 2007, on www.ectp.org
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3.2 tHE E2Ba

in 2008, E2B Ei founding members created an international, not for profit industrial association named E2Ba. there are also 
two additional groups that were set up at the beginning of 2009 and are not listed on the association’s statutes: the national 
liaison points network and the ad hoc industrial advisory group.

E2BA organisation

registered under Belgian law, the association has the 
following objectives:

•	 	prepare	and	manage	a	Public	Private	Partnership	(PPP)	 
with the Ec

•	 seek	and	demonstrate	industry	engagement
•	 	represent	and	coordinate	members’	research	interests	

within the ppp

the E2Ba aspiration is to develop and implement a €2bn 
research and demonstration programme over the period  
2009-2019

National Liaison Points Network

national liaison points are a network of representatives 
of the E2Ba in all of the member states. the 
organisations acting as liaison points in each country have 
been appointed by the executive board among existing 
members. their main role is to:

•		share	national	priorities	with	the	E2B	research	agendas
•	 disseminate	E2B	information	to	the	national	stakeholders
•	 	set	up	a	national	network	of	stakeholders	to	increase	

engagement and pave the way for national follow-up 
actions

•	 give	visibility	of	national	priorities	at	EU	level
•	 foster	creation	of	regional	initiatives	considering		 	
 European activity
•	 taking	EU	activity	to	regional	scale

Ad hoc Industrial Advisory Group (AIAG)

the E2B aiag has been appointed as the interlocutor of the Ec for the implementation of the ppp. the group is 
integrated by members of E2Ba and the Ec. its mission is to develop and implement the research agenda for the E2B Ei 
over the period 2010-2013. 

E2Ba has four types of members:
•	 	Industry	members	-	large	industrial	and	commercial	enterprises
•	 Research	Organisations	Members	-	nationally	recognised	universities,	research	institutes,	and	non-profit	research	centres
•	 SME	members	-	small	or	medium	sized	enterprises	less	than	250	people,	SME	associations	and	professional	bodies
•	 Organisations	and	Public	Agencies	-	public	or	private	organisations	active	in	the	promotion	of	construction	 
 or renovation of buildings
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figure 3 shows the structure of E2Ba and its main 
constituting bodies. the roles and responsibilities are 
described below. 

The General Assembly
 elects members of the steering committee•	

  determines the financial contribution of members and •	

approves the budget

  decides admission of new members•	

The Steering Committee
 manages all the activities of the association•	

 reports annually to the general assembly•	

 appoints the secretary general•	

 prepares the annual budget•	

  studies the application of new members and •	

proposes decision to the general assembly

The Executive Board
 initially formed by the founding members•	

 executes the decisions of the steering committee•	

 ensures the day to day management of the association•	

The Presidium
 represents the association at European institutions•	

 i•	 s integrated by acciona as president, vice-presidents  
  Bouygues construction and Edf, with philips lighting  
  acting as treasurer

The Scientific Council
 is an advisory body to the steering committee•	

  has 10 or more members, appointed by the  •	

steering committee

  has representation from all categories, with a majority  •	

of research organisations

 academic steering committee members are members  •	

  of the scientific council

Figure 3. Main constituting bodies of E2BA 

General Assembly
(all members)

Executive
Board

Scientific Council
(at least 10)

Steering Committee 30

Elected Members 21

Industry
9

Research
5

SMEs
4

Clients
3
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listed below are the nine founding members of the E2Ba and their profiles. they represent a cross section  
of Europe construction industry. most of the members are members of Ectp. the presidency of E2Ba is constituted by 
acciona, Bouygues and Edf.

acciona infraestructuras is a leading European construction company developing and managing buildings and civil 
infrastructures under the sustainability principles.

arup is a global firm of designers, engineers, planners and business consultants providing a diverse range of 
professional services to clients around the world. 

Bouygues construction is a global leader in building, civil works and electrical contracting and maintenance sectors. 

d’appolonia s.p.a. is a major italian firm providing integrated engineering services to clients mainly in construction, 
environment, energy, infrastructures, transport, space and security. 

3.3 founding mEmBErs 

Edf is a leader in the European energy market working in all energy activities.  

mostostal Warszawa s.a. is one of the largest construction companies in poland, well recognised for its  
bridges, buildings for public utility and industrial projects. 

stiEBEl-Eltron was founded in germany and is now a global manufacturer of energy efficient electrical products.

royal philips Electronics of the netherlands is a global leader in health care, lifestyle and lighting, delivering products, 
services and solutions.

saint-gobain designs, produces and distributes building materials with the ambition of inventing the materials  
of the future.
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six months after creation, E2Ba had 150 members with a growth rate of 5% per month. the association is open to all kinds 
of stakeholders and both European and international members.

membership spreads across different countries around Europe and across the supply chain, ranging from large materials 
manufacturers to small architectural practices. the chart below shows the proportion of members from the different 
stakeholder groups.

3.4 additional mEmBErs

Figure 4. Proportion of members from different stakeholder groups

SME's = 35%

Large industrial  = 15%

Associations and other = 5%

Research centres = 30%

Universities = 15%
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3.5 acHiEvEmEnts to datE

the table below shows an overview of the time line of achievements to date and planned for E2Ba.

Table 2. Time line of past achievements and future milestones 

2007-2009 2010-2013 Beyond 2013

E2
B

The association was incorporated

The Statutes were approved by all 

founding members 

A Secretary General was appointed

Set up the Steering and Scientific Committees 

Implementation of the Roadmap for Research
calls from 2010-2013

Defining the set up of a public private 

partnership which will enable industrial 

leadership while allowing a joint 

governance with the EC

Operations will be kept flexible and 

transparent, with involvement of 

stakeholders open. Monitoring of the 

implementation will be strict and  

continuous to ensure that innovations 

reach the market and results can be 

replicated across Europe

 

 

EC

EC presidential support confirmation on 

the EU Economic Recovery Plan, November 

2008

DG Research, DG TREN 

DG Infso and DG environment support

Set up of the AIAG 

Calls will be launched under FP7 rules 

during 2010-2013 

Work on the definition and set up of the future 

PPP instrument

M
EM

B
ER

S

150 organisations joined the E2BA More industry members need to be recruited

The E2BA needs to expand to further 

Member States

Develop Research Agenda of the E2B EI

Participate and respond to calls for funding

E2B and the EC will launch the next calls 

for proposals within the framework of a 

public private partnership. Members will 

respond to calls and contribute to the 

operation of E2BA, as main liaison within 

the PPP
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4. implEmEntation of tHE E2B E1 vision

 Plus Energy House Munich, Bavaria, Germany © Stiebel Eltron
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4.1 rEsEarcH implEmEntation

it is important that the E2B Ei has a structured 
implementation plan. following the close links between the 
Ec and the E2Ba, two phases for implementation can be 
defined. 

in the short term, the calls will be managed by the Ec 
following fp7 rules. €500 million of Ec funding will be 
dedicated over the period 2010-2013 to research and 
demonstration. the split of contributions from the different 
Ec directorates is as follows: 

directorate general research: •	 €250m from their  
 nanotechnologies materials and production  
 technology programme (nmp)

directorate general Environment: •	 €25m

directorate general Energy and transport: •	 €125m

directorate general information society and media: •	 €100m

the E2Ba and the Ec created the ad-hoc industrial advisory 
group in march 2009, in order to ensure the full involvement 
of the industry in the definition of the multi annual research 
plan. the objective of the group is to establish a regular 
dialogue on the research priority areas to be supported 
during the period 2010-2013 through the initial period of  
the ppp.

the main outcome of the group is the multi annual research 
road map that will set the basis for the research calls and will 
outline priorities and budget needs.

the E2Ba and the Ec are continuing discussions to set up  
a long term engagement following the initial period. research 
and demonstration activity needs to continue beyond 2013 
in order to achieve the aspirations and ambitious objectives 
of E2Ba in terms of energy consumption and co

2
 emissions 

reduction. 
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Expected performances should be reached and first 
improvements should be perceptible during the course of 
E2B. monitoring and proper interventions are then major 
components. Both are included in what we have called a 
“wave action”.

in this wave action plan, continuous, on-going research feeds 
successive waves of projects (see figure 4). the knowledge 
gained into the first wave, feeds into the second at the design 
stage, realising a continuous implementation process.

the design and build phase of large construction projects 
usually lasts between 18 and 36 months. first significant 
results in terms of energy measurements cannot be expected 
in less than a year after completion, i.e. 3 to 4 years after  
the start of the project.

E2B Ei proposes:

  continuous, on-going research feeding successive •	

waves of projects as shown in figure 4 

  knowledge gained in the first wave feeds into the  •	

second at design stage, for a continuous  
implementation process

 the completion of the 3 waves will build    •	

  momentum, which may encourage subsequent   
  waves of implementation beyond ten years

in order to guarantee full control of the research 
programmes, an intensive monitoring and evaluation activity 
will be performed.

Figure 4. Research implementation model in 3 waves of design, build and operate

Wave 1

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10

Wave 2

Wave 3

Continuous Research

Design, build & operate

Design, build & operate

Design, build & operate
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the E2B Ei will integrate the public sector through 
the participation of public agencies and social Housing 
promoters with the objective of taking into account the 
requirements and concerns of the public sector in the 
building sector. it will establish links among the public sector, 
the industry and the research organisations. through the 
participation in the conception of the r&d programme and 
through the participation in research and demonstration 
projects. 

the initiative will create a new consciousness on energy 
efficiency in buildings in the public sector. it will establish 
new frameworks to strengthen best practices in green 
procurement and generate new and appropriate business 
models on energy efficient buildings.

E2B Ei will develop demonstration, training and dissemination 
actions to significantly raise the awareness of European 
citizens and social organisations close to them. the initiative 
will also show the social benefits associated such as increased 
quality, reactivation of the construction sector  
and generation of new employment.

 Lean Management - Casa Confetti, Utrecht, Netherlands © Züblin
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4.2 WorKing groups

in order to start implementing the research plan, five different technical working groups were set up. the main objectives of 
the groups were to define the research agenda priorities for 2010-2013 and to coordinate project proposals to respond to 
funding calls.

the following table describes the focus of the working groups.

Working Group 3 - Work at district level

in order to make significant savings, the district scale needs to be considered. this involves research on synergies and specific technologies 
and work with public organisations dealing with cities.

Working Group 4 - Construction processes

changing industry processes is also important. How do we do it? What does it imply? should it involve all parts of the chain?  
How do we change from business as usual to construction of the future? 

Working Group 5 - Successful implementation

implement the ‘catalyst’ that will make things work. the national liaison points network could play a crucial role in the activation of this  
working group.  

Working Group 1 - Setting the scene

looking at what information we have and what we know to decide the research agenda. taking into account existing programmes,  
projects and national initiatives. there will also be a need to evaluate the impact of our research in the coming years.

Working Group 2 - Working at building level, new and existing 

the greatest challenge is the large European existing building stock. this includes the integration of renewables in both existing and new 
buildings and the need for cost effective solutions.
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5. EngagE WitH tHE E2B Ei

 Beddington Zero Energy Development (BEDZED), Surrey, England © Arup
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5.1 mEmBErsHip

there are many benefits of joining the E2Ba regardless of your type or size of organisation. table 3 outlines the benefits of 
joining for different organisations.

Table 3. Benefits of joining E2BA for key stakeholders

Large Companies SME’s Universities and RTO’s

•		Leverage	100%	of	your	R&D	 
investment on related projects 

•	Access	large	scale	markets

•	Strengthen	your	competitiveness

•		Influence	the	EC	R&D	agenda

•		Steering	partners	will	be	selected	
among early joiners

•		Reduce	your	development	costs

•		Have	a	proactive	and	collaborative	role	
across the value chain

•		Focus	your	competitive	advantage	from	
cost efficiency to new value added 
products and services

•		Take	advantage	of	specific	measures	 
for smE assistance

•		Appropriate	training	and	qualification

•		Contribute	to	technology	transfer	and	
research exploitation

•		Connect	with	a	wide	range	 
of disciplines: nanotechnology, health 
and wellbeing, transport, etc

•		Access	large	funding	programmes

•		Long-term	industry	engagement

•		Contribute	to	the	selection	and	direct	
r&d projects

if you are interested in joining the E2Ba, please download the application form from our web site: www.e2b-ei.eu
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